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Call on the Prime Minister by the Joint India-Singapore Ministerial
Delegation in New Delhi (19 September, 2022)

A Joint India-Singapore Ministerial delegation, comprising Deputy Prime Minister and Finance Minister of
Singapore Mr. Lawrence Wong, Minister for Trade and Industry of Singapore, Mr. Gan Kim Yong and Smt
Nirmala Sitharaman, Finance Minister of India, called on the Prime Minister on 19 September, 2022. The
Ministers briefed the Prime Minister about the outcomes of the inaugural session of the India-Singapore
Ministerial Roundtable (ISMR), held on 17 September 2022 in New Delhi. This is Mr. Lawrence Wong’s first
visit to India in his capacity as the Deputy Prime Minister.
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 The establishment of the ISMR is a path-breaking initiative which was envisioned by Prime Minister Modi
and reflects the unique nature of India-Singapore bilateral relationship. The Ministers briefed the Prime
Minister about the wide-ranging discussions held, especially in emerging areas of digital connectivity,
Fintech, green economy, skill development and food security.

The Prime Minister conveyed his appreciation and hoped that initiatives like ISMR would help further
strengthen the bilateral relations between the two countries. The Prime Minister also conveyed his good
wishes for Prime Minister Lee and the people of Singapore.

***

Photo: Joint India-Singapore Ministrial Delegation
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 Ladies and Gentlemen,

 A very good evening,

It gives me great pleasure to be here today at the
inaugural of Conference on "Connecting East:
Confluence of IPOI and AOIP Visions”. I wish to
congratulate Association of Asia Scholars for
organising this conference with Ministry of External
Affairs and take forward the discussion on
convergence of ASEAN Outlook on the Indo-Pacific
with India’s own Vision for the region and with
Indo-Pacific Oceans Initiative.

 2. In June, this year, India hosted the Special
ASEAN-India Foreign Ministers Meeting to
commemorate 30th Anniversary of ASEAN-India
Dialogue Relations. The Meeting was followed by
12th edition of our signature track 1.5 event with
ASEAN called Delhi Dialogue. With its theme of
"Building Bridges in Indo-Pacific, the Delhi Dialogue 

Keynote Address by Minister of State for External Affairs, Dr. Rajkumar Ranjan Singh
at the Conference on “Connecting East: Confluence of IPOI and AOIP Visions” on 01

September, 2022

XII looked at the ASEAN-India Partnership through
the prism of cooperation in the Indo-Pacific where
Ministers from ASEAN countries and India presented
their views. I am happy that today’s conference
takes forward that conversation and is set to explore
implementation of the Joint Statement on AOIP
adopted by Indian and ASEAN leaders during the last
Summit.

Ladies and Gentlemen,

 3. India and ASEAN share civilizational contacts
which are deep-rooted and abiding. Our geo-
strategic location linking the Indian and Pacific
Oceans, has helped to strengthen our relations. The
maritime routes to South East Asia allowed for the
intermingling of our cultures. These trade routes
linked ancient India with southern Burma, central
and southern Siam, lower Cambodia and southern
Vietnam, to the archipelago of Sumatra, Java and
Bali and numerous other urbanized coastal
settlements.
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 8. With the increasing penetration of digital
technology in all aspects of our lives, our
cooperation in ICT and S&T are has become equally
important. The fourth Industrial revolution provides
us an opportune time to enhance our cooperation
digital connectivity. Similarly, our focus on climate
action and environmental protection also opens up
newer areas of cooperation with special focus on
new and renewal energy and green and sustainable
growth.

 9. Developmental partnership has always being
focus of ASEAN-India relations and continues to
play important part in for vision for the region and
is the very essence behind Prime Minister Modi’s
doctrine of SAGAR i.e Security and Growth for All in
the region. Our 1000 PhD Fellowships for ASEAN
students at IITs, Fellowships for ASEAN students at
Nalanda University, Scholarships to students from
MGC countries through ICCR and the ASEAN-India
Network of Universities, inaugurated earlier this
week are some of the ongoing efforts in this field.
These investments in our human capital and socio-
cultural links will continue to form the foundation
for our cooperation in the future.

 10. Economic cooperation has always been an
important pillar ASEAN-India partnership. Todays it
encompasses agreements in Goods, Services and
Investment. Our bilateral trade has crossed US$ 100
billion, however, our economies have huge untapped
potential. We look forward to an early review of the
existing Agreement on Trade in Goods to improve
and make it more beneficial to all. We also
encourage involvement of private sector in
enhancing our economic engagement. ASEAN-India
Business Council ensures their participation to
enhance trade and investment between the two
sides.

Ladies and Gentlemen,

 11. Let me conclude by saying that the ongoing
ASEAN-India partnership provides us with a strong
foundation to build up our cooperation in the Indo-
Pacific, guided by the synergy of AOIP and IPOI. In
these times of global challenges, ASEAN-India ties
are a source of balance and harmony in the region.
As we celebrate 30 years of our relations with
ASEAN, we aim to further strengthen our broad
based relationship by exploring new avenues. And I
am confident that today’s conference with its
illustrious list of speakers and panelists from India
and ASEAN Member States would definitely provide
us with such avenue of practical cooperation. I wish
the conference all the success and look forward to
its recommendations.

4. ASEAN region’s immense wealth in the form of
historical monuments and civilizational heritage
stand witness to our common cultural connect. Our
shared priority for preservation and restoration of
this historical treasure is directly reflected in our
cultural cooperation. The ancient socio-cultural
relations and linkages have also found contemporary
expression in the form of the Mekong Ganga
Cooperation, a sub-regional mechanism aimed at
reviving cooperation between the peoples of the
Mekong and Ganga river basins in the fields of
tourism, education, culture and people-to-people
contacts.

 5. Speaking of contemporary era, India and ASEAN
have an enduring, multifaceted Strategic
Partnership. In the last 30 years since we
established a formal relationship, from a Sectoral
Partnership in 1992, our relationship has evolved
into Strategic Partnership in 2012, encompassing
areas ranging from Agriculture to Space with several
multi-layered dialogue mechanisms.

6. Our increasing engagement with the wider Indo-
Pacific region also demonstrates India’s desire for a
stronger partnership with ASEAN. India’s ‘Act East
Policy’ announced by Prime Minister Modi in 2014
expanded into India’s vision for the Indo-Pacific
with ASEAN at the centre. India’s vision for the
region resonates closely with ASEAN’s own Outlook
on the Indo-Pacific. Both AOIP and IPOI see Indo-
Pacific as a closely integrated and inter-connected
region. Both want to see a free, open and inclusive
region that ensures Security and Growth for All in
the Region. We want a rules-based order with
respect for sovereignty, territorial integrity,
adherence to international law including 1982
UNCLOS that promotes dialogue and peaceful
settlement of disputes while rejecting the use of
force. Due to these very reasons, India was among
the first countries to welcome the AOIP. These
commonalities are also very well captured in the
ASEAN-India Joint Statement on cooperation on
AOIP which now acts as a beacon to guide our
engagement in the region.

 7. Maritime Cooperation, Connectivity, Economic
and Developmental Cooperation identified in ASEAN
Outlook for the region are also priorities for India in
the region. They form important components of
Indo-Pacific Oceans Initiative as well. India and
ASEAN are not only land neighbours but also
maritime neighbours. As the inter-connectedness of
Indian and Pacific Oceans is getting its due
recognition, so is the scope of our cooperation in
this domain.

***
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A m b a s s a d o r  o f  I n d i a  t o  A S E A N ,  H . E .  M r .  J a y a n t  N .
K h o b r a g a d e  p a r t i c i p a t e d  a t  t h e  1 2 t h  I n i t i a t i v e  o f  A S E A N

I n t e g r a t i o n  T a s k  F o r c e  M e e t i n g  h e l d  a t  A S E A N  S e c r e t a r i a t ,
J a k a r t a ,  I n d o n e s i a  ( 2 3  S e p t e m b e r ,  2 0 2 2 )
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India will assume the Presidency of the G20 for one year from 01 December 2022 to 30 November
2023.

 2. Under its Presidency, India is expected to host over 200 G20 meetings across the country,
beginning December 2022. The G20 Leaders' Summit at the level of Heads of State / Government is
scheduled to be held on 09 and 10 September 2023 in New Delhi.

3. The G20, or Group of Twenty, is an intergovernmental forum of the world’s major developed and
developing economies. It comprises 19 countries (Argentina, Australia, Brazil, Canada, China, France,
Germany, India, Indonesia, Italy, Japan, Republic of Korea, Mexico, Russia, Saudi Arabia, South Africa,
Turkey, UK, USA) and the European Union (EU). Collectively, the G20 accounts for 85% of global
GDP, 75% of international trade and two-thirds of the world population, making it the premier forum
for international economic cooperation. India is currently part of the G20 Troika (current, previous
and incoming G20 Presidencies) comprising Indonesia, Italy and India. During our Presidency, India,
Indonesia and Brazil would form the troika. This would be the first time when the troika would
consist of three developing countries and emerging economies, providing them a greater voice.

 4. The G20 currently comprises:

(i) Finance Track, with 8 workstreams (Global Macroeconomic Policies, Infrastructure Financing,
International Financial Architecture, Sustainable Finance, Financial Inclusion, Health Finance,
International Taxation, Financial Sector Reforms)

(ii) Sherpa Track, with 12 workstreams (Anti-corruption, Agriculture, Culture, Development, Digital
Economy, Employment, Environment and Climate, Education, Energy Transition, Health, Trade and
Investment, Tourism)

 (iii) 10 Engagement Groups of private sector/civil society/independent bodies (Business 20, Civil
20, Labour 20, Parliament 20, Science 20, Supreme Audit Institutions 20, Think 20, Urban 20, Women
20 and Youth 20).

 5. In addition to G20 Members, there has been a tradition of the G20 Presidency inviting some
Guest countries and International Organizations (IOs) to its G20 meetings and Summit. Accordingly,
in addition to regular International Organizations (UN, IMF, World Bank, WHO, WTO, ILO, FSB and
OECD) and Chairs of Regional Organizations (AU, AUDA-NEPAD and ASEAN), India, as G20
Presidency, will be inviting Bangladesh, Egypt, Mauritius, Netherlands, Nigeria, Oman, Singapore,
Spain and UAE as Guest countries, as well as ISA (International Solar Alliance), CDRI (Coalition for
Disaster Resilient Infrastructure) and ADB (Asian Development Bank) as Guest IOs.

 6. Whilst our G20 priorities are in the process of being firmed up, ongoing conversations inter alia
revolve around inclusive, equitable and sustainable growth; LiFE (Lifestyle For Environment);
women’s empowerment; digital public infrastructure and tech-enabled development in areas ranging
from health, agriculture and education to commerce, skill-mapping, culture and tourism; climate
financing; circular economy; global food security; energy security; green hydrogen; disaster risk
reduction and resilience; developmental cooperation; fight against economic crime; and multilateral
reforms.

 

I n d i a ’ s  f o r t h c o m i n g  G 2 0  P r e s i d e n c y

***
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ASEAN Member States (AMS) and India met on 16 September 2022 for the 19th AEM – India Consultation in
Siem Reap, Cambodia. The Consultation was co-chaired by H.E. Pan Sorasak, Minister of Commerce,
Kingdom of Cambodia and H.E. Anupriya Patel, Minister of State for Commerce and Industry, India. The
Meeting noted that trade and economic relations between ASEAN and India are starting to recover from
the impact of the COVID-19 pandemic. Based on preliminary ASEAN data for 2021, two-way trade between
ASEAN and India reached USD 91.5 billion, increasing by 39.2 per cent year-on-year. According to ASEAN
data for 2021, total foreign direct investment (FDI) inflows from India increased from USD 0.2 billion in
2020 to USD 2 billion in 2021. The Meeting noted that the post-COVID-19 economic recovery remains
vulnerable to global economic challenges. The Meeting expressed its deep concerns on geopolitical
tensions and continued risks to global food and energy security, and rising inflationary pressure.

Acknowledging the adverse impacts of the COVID-19 pandemic to the regional and global economy, the
Meeting noted the significant progress in ASEAN’s post-pandemic recovery efforts, including through the
implementation of the ASEAN Comprehensive Recovery Framework. The Meeting reaffirmed its
commitment to take collective actions to mitigate the economic impact of the pandemic and work towards
a sustainable post-COVID-19 recovery and resolved to ensure macroeconomic and financial stability as
well as to preserve supply chain connectivity. The Meeting welcomed ASEAN and India to forge collective

The 19th AEM-India Consultation held in Siem Reap, Cambodia
(16 September, 2022) 
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actions in securing a robust supply chain connectivity to maintain the flow of essential goods and services
through the launching of ASEAN-India Trade in Goods Agreement (AITIGA) Upgrade Negotiations, mutual
recognition of COVID-19 vaccination, vaccines production, public health surveillance, and medical
technologies in moving forward with the post-pandemic recovery responses and facing future health
crises.

The Meeting endorsed the Scope of the Review of the ASEAN-India Trade in Goods Agreement (AITIGA)
which sets out a common understanding on the possible scope and coverage of the review of AITIGA to
make it more user-friendly, simple, and trade facilitative for businesses, as well as responsive to the
current global and regional challenges including supply chain disruptions. To carry out this task, the
Meeting activated the AITIGA Joint Committee to undertake the review of AITIGA expeditiously.

The Meeting welcomed the successful outcomes of the Twelfth World Trade Organization (WTO)
Ministerial Conference (MC12) held on 12-17 June 2022 in Geneva, Switzerland. The Meeting expressed its
optimism that the series of decisions made at the MC12, namely the “Geneva Package” would significantly
help reinvigorate the WTO and improve the trust of the global community in the multilateral trading
system. Whilst highlighting the need to reform the WTO to improve all its functions, the Meeting also
reiterated its support for a rules-based, non-discriminatory, open, fair, inclusive, equitable, and
transparent multilateral trading system, as embodied in the WTO.

The Meeting expressed its support for Indonesia’s G20 Presidency under the theme “Recover Together,
Recover Stronger” and Thailand as host of Asia-Pacific Economic Cooperation (APEC) under the theme
“Open. Connect. Balance.”. The Meeting noted that these processes provide a unique opportunity for all
participating countries/economies to jointly advance the collective global and regional agenda and efforts
to bring peace, prosperity and sustainable and inclusive development to all our peoples.

The Meeting noted the activities undertaken by the ASEAN-India Business Council (AIBC) in 2022 and
encouraged AIBC to intensify cooperation with ASEAN businesses particularly micro, small, and medium
enterprises (MSMEs), in building advanced digital skills and capacity to complement the region’s initiatives
on digital transformation.

***
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